We created a visualization tool, called Circos, to facilitate the identification and analysis of similarities and differences arising from comparisons of genomes. Our tool is effective in displaying variation in genome structure and, generally, any other kind of positional relationships between genomic intervals. Such data are routinely produced by sequence alignments, hybridization arrays, genome mapping, and genotyping studies. Circos uses a circular ideogram layout to facilitate the display of relationships between pairs of positions by the use of ribbons, which encode the position, size, and orientation of related genomic elements. Circos is capable of displaying data as scatter, line and histogram plots, heat maps, tiles, connectors and text. Bitmap or vector images can be created from GFF-style data inputs and hierarchical configuration files, which can be easily generated by automated tools, making Circos suitable for rapid deployment in data analysis and reporting pipelines. Circos is licensed under GPL and available at http://mkweb.bcgsc.ca/circos. An interactive online version of Circos designed to visualize tabular data can be found at
INTRODUCTION
The continuing advances in speed, quality and affordability of whole genome analysis, including genome sequencing, have transitioned the comparative genomics field from the realm of comparing reference sequence assemblies to comparing assemblies of individual genomes. Whereas inter-species analysis leverages information about one species to further the understanding of the biological mechanisms in another, comparative methods are now used to discover differences between individuals and the extent to which these differences affect their response to the environment, such as susceptibility to disease and responsiveness to therapy.
Our growing ability to collect enormous amounts of sequence information to support such studies is arguably outpacing the rate at which we devise new methods to store, process, analyze and visualize these data. Any new approaches in data modeling and analysis need to be accompanied with corresponding innovations in the visualization of these data. To mitigate the inherent difficulties in detecting, filtering and classifying patterns within large data sets, we require instructive and clear visualizations that (1) adapt to the density and dynamic range of the data, (2) maintain complexity and detail in the data, and (3) scale well without sacrificing clarity and specificity.
The application of a germane data representation and its corresponding visualization to a domain-specific problem has historically improved the effectiveness of not only the presentation of the data, but also its analysis and dissemination. In some cases, the benefit of a new approach has altered how these data are perceived and investigated. Examples of this include the application of tree maps to show distribution of disk usage on a file system (Johnson and Shneiderman 1991) and hierarchical biological data (McConnell et al. 2002) , directed graphs to depict networks, pathways, and phylogenetic information (Ciccarelli et al. 2006; Darwin 1859; Letunic and Bork 2007) , and clustered heat maps to visualize array and expression data (Eisen et al. 1998; Sneath 1957) . These approaches exemplify the virtues of an effective visualization: clarity, a high data-to-ink ratio (Tufte 1992 ) and favourable scaling characteristics. They have been widely adopted because they addressed pressing visualization problems within a domain where data sets were previously opaque to effective visual inspection.
Presently, a pressing visualization problem lies in the domain of comparative genomics, and specifically in the comparative genomics of individuals. We need to establish a visual paradigm for displaying relationships between genomes in order to leverage the large amounts of sequence data that have been collected and to expand the power of the field of personal genomics. Previous efforts to visualize positional relationships applied linearly arranged ideograms, connected by lines, to represent rearrangements (Choudhuri et al. 2004; Dicks 2000; Engels et al. 2006; Jakubowska et al. 2007; Kozik et al. 2002; Kuenne et al. 2007; Lee et al. 2006; Sinha and Meller 2007; Yang et al. 2003) . One approach uses encoding in HSL (hue, saturation, lightness) color space to perform three-way comparisons (Baran et al. 2007 ). The methods embodied in these approaches are effective for illustrating local alignments between similar sequences. However, the shortcoming of the linear layout becomes apparent in representations that associate many ideograms with numerous relationships (e.g. Fig 2c in (Lee et al. 2006) ). In such figures, multitudes of lines transgress unrelated ideograms and make patterns very difficult to discern. To mitigate this, color maps are used (e.g. Fig 2 in (Sinha and Meller 2007) ) as an effective way to represent large syntenic blocks. Although color maps address the problem of overburdened visualizations by mapping a position pair onto a position and a color, they reduce the texture and richness of the data. Circularly arranged ideograms are prevalent in visualizations of microbial genomes, which are circular Gibson and Smith 2003; Kerkhoven et al. 2004; Pritchard et al. 2006; Sato and Ehira 2003; Stothard and Wishart 2005) . At least one report combined paired-position data with a circular layout to show relationships between genomic positions (specifically, pathways) (Ekdahl and Sonnhammer 2004) and hinted at the benefit of adopting the circular layout for application to structural data.
To address the challenge in displaying large volumes of genomic rearrangement data we have developed Circos, which applies the circular ideogram layout to display of relationships between genomic intervals. This approach builds on the established use of circular maps in which concept relationships extracted from text are displayed (Zytkow and Rauch 1999) . Circos' initial application was to visualize end-sequence profiling (Volik et al. 2003 ) and fingerprint profiling (Krzywinski et al. 2007 ) of cancer genomes.
Although Circos is general and useable in any data domain, features have been added to mitigate inherent difficulties in visualizing large-scale multi-sample genomic data. Specifically, to address the issue of sparseness, the scale on each ideogram can be independently adjusted (both locally and globally) to attenuate or increase the visibility of a region. To accommodate visualizations that focus on regions of interest, axis breaks can be used to map chromosomes onto any number of ideograms which themselves can be drawn in any order or orientation. To help demonstrate patterns in the data, data points can have their value and format characteristics altered by flexible rules. Finally, to help integrate Circos into analysis pipelines, the software is driven by flat-text configuration files which can be created and adjusted automatically to create visualizations as part of an analysis workflow.
Circos is a mature software package and has been used to display genomic data (Campbell et al. 2008; Constantine 2007; Hampton et al. 2009; Jaillon et al. 2007; Meyer et al. 2009 ), in online genomics resources (Forbes et al. 2008) , mainstream periodicals and newspapers (Constantine 2007; Duncan 2007; Ostrander 2007; Zimmer 2008) as well as to visualize data from other fields of study (Corum and Hossain 2007) .
RESULTS

Platform and Configuration
Circos is a command-line application written in Perl, thus is easily deployable on any system for which Perl is available (http://www.cpan.org/ports/). Inputs are GFF-style data files and Apachelike configuration files -both can be easily generated by automated tools. Configuration elements are made modular, and can be reused by importing configuration parameters from multiple files. Each data track can contain a rule block that filter and format data elements based on position, value or previous formatting. Output images can be created in PNG (8-or 24-bit) 
Applications
To illustrate how Circos' functionality can be applied to comparative and personal genomics, we present a series of image archetypes (Figures 1-4 ) with data that are being used as part of a multipatient whole-genome analysis (unpublished; see Methods) of genomic rearrangements in follicular lymphoma, a common B-cell malignancy. These images range in resolution from whole-genome (3 Gb), to a fingerprint-map contig (10 Mb), to a single Bacterial Artificial Chromosome (BAC) clone (100kb), and finally to a sequence contig (10kb). A second image series ( Figures 5-7 ) demonstrates how axis breaks and ideogram magnification can be used to zoom in on regions of interest. Batch image generation is demonstrated in Figure 8 , which comprises 39 images that illustrate synteny between the dog and human genomes. The configuration and data files to create each figure are available in Supplementary Materials. Figure 1 shows a whole-genome visual representation of genomic rearrangements in multiple genomes with the aim to identify breakpoint clusters and recurrent alterations. Presented are structural data derived from primary tumor samples from five patients diagnosed with follicular lymphoma. For each sample, the figure shows large-scale rearrangements, density of small-scale events and copy number profile (see Methods). For example, at 130Mb on chromosome 1 each sample has large deletions, inversions as well as translocations that involve chromosomes 4, 16 and 17. This region also marks the beginning of significantly increased copy number in three samples (middle three rings in track F) that continues to the end of the 1q arm.
Whole-Genome View of Genomic Rearrangements
The resolution of a whole-genome view precludes the display of individual small-scale events at their native scale. To overcome this, Circos' scatter, histogram and text tracks can be used as density plots, such as in Figure 1 E where glyph size is proportional to the number of small-scale events in each 5Mb region.
A whole-genome view such as this can act as a departure point for more in-depth investigation. Presently, we focus on the recurrent t(14;18) translocation between BCL2 and IGH gene regions, typical of follicular lymphoma (Yunis et al. 1982) , and use Figure 1 as the initial image in a series that demonstrates the use of Circos at higher magnification. Using image maps, a feature currently in development, Figure 1 could be made interactive online, with elements being clickable for displaying features or their annotation in greater depth.
Identifying BACs Spanning Rearrangement Breakpoints
A BAC-based fingerprint map was generated for each primary tumor sample and each BAC was annotated with fingerprint-based alignments to the human reference sequence (see Methods). In this manner, the fingerprint map, which is typically composed of 1000's of contigs, was used to identify large-scale structural changes in the tumor genomes. At this magnification, the correspondence between the order of BACs in the map contig and on the sequence assembly can be demonstrated clearly and used to identify structural changes in the tumor genomes. For example, the fingerprint-based alignments map BACs 163K07 and 252O11 from a contig of patient 10 onto two regions of chromosome 4 (97.1-98.1Mb, 127.5-128.5Mb), indicating that these BACs capture a rearrangement. Moreover, alignments from the second half of this contig are inverted in their progression, relative to clone order, suggesting that the rearrangement is an inversion. The classical t(14;18) translocation is exemplified by the alignments of BACs 175B19 and 278H11 from a contig of patient 13. The rearrangement in the map contig from patient 21 presents in a more complex fashion and is likely due to either an inversion or deletion.
The magnification of ideograms in Figure 2 is sufficiently high to allow for the display (track G) of small-scale events (indels or SNPs), which previously appeared in a density track (Figure 1 , E). The layout in Figure 2 permits identification of any correlation between these events and rearrangements. Since these small-scale events are still much smaller than their associated glyph, the glyphs are magnified and scaled proportionally to the size of the event using data remap rules in the configuration of track G. Figure 2 competently show the structural correspondence between representations of two genomes, such as those of a tumor sample and a reference. Other juxtapositions of this kind are common, such as two representations of the same genome (e.g. physical map and sequence assembly, to cross-validate their construction), or a representation of two closely related genomes (e.g. a physical map of one bacterial strain and sequence assembly of another, to study inter-strain variation).
Views such as
Identifying Sequence Contigs Containing Breakpoints
As part of our whole-genome analysis of the structure of follicular lymphomas, we used shortread Illumina technology to fully sequence a set of BAC clones that capture putative rearrangements. In Figure 3 we show the sequence assembly of nine such BACs (from patients 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 24 and 25) which capture the t(14;18) translocation to illustrate the fact that this rearrangement's breakpoint position is variable, as previously reported (Bakhshi et al. 1987; Cleary and Sklar 1985; Marculescu et al. 2002) .
In Figure 3 , sequence contigs which capture the t(14;18) translocation can be easily identified, as can be the coverage of adjacent sequence by neighboring sequence contigs. These breakpoint contigs are highlighted in red and have their alignment ribbons drawn at higher opacity ( Figure  3 , E). The application of transparency to image elements allows layering of data, such as ribbons, or data tracks, such as histograms. The tile track (Figure 3 , B and D) is used to represent the extent of BAC sequence contigs (B) on the reference sequence assembly (D).
Exploring Breakpoint Structure
Sequence contigs that were found to span the breakpoint (Figure 3 , E) are shown at higher magnification in Figure 4 . This figure demonstrates the precise structure of alignments within the breakpoint cluster on 14q32 and 18q21, vis-à-vis exon structure of BCL2 and IGH in these regions. In this figure, sequence contig ideograms are interspersed with reference assembly ideograms to better separate the ribbon groups to chromosomes 14 and 18.
Circos can draw ideograms in any order and orientation -in Figure 4 the scale of sequence contigs progresses counterclockwise, while the scale of reference sequence ideograms progresses clockwise. Precise tick mark and tick label control is possible, including placement of the tick ring and formatting of tick labels. In Figure 4 , to maintain relevant precision and avoid long labels, the tick labels of reference sequence ideograms are abbreviated to their last three digits (e.g. the position 58,910kb is shown as 910kb), which are the only digits that change in the labels across the image.
Local and Global Scale Transformation
A unique aspect of Circos is its ability to adjust the global magnification for each ideogram and, furthermore, to smoothly vary the magnification within a region. This kind of local scale adjustment is effective to emphasize fine structure of data in a region while preserving context. Figure 5 depicts one kind of dense data set that benefits from examination at various length scales. This figure shows whole-genome copy number profile of five lymphoma samples generated using the Affymetrix Mapping 500k array. Although there are several large regions in which copy number values are consistently altered, most of the statistically significant variation in the figure occurs over short distances which cannot be effectively shown at this resolution. Moreover, values of very few of the array probe values depart sufficiently from the average to be meaningful, making regions of interest in the data set sparse. Figure 5 suggests an abrupt change in copy number at about 60Mb of chromosome 6 (F) and spikes in copy number increase on chromosome 17, but detail of these features cannot be discerned at this scale. To explore these regions in detail, Figure 6 uses breakout ideograms at higher magnification. Here, the global scale for each ideogram is adjusted independently (from 5x to 40x magnification) to show the fine structure in the data. By imposing a minimum distance between adjacent tick marks and their labels, Circos automatically renders tick mark labels for smaller intervals in zoomed regions ( 
Whole-Genome Syntenic Profile
Sequence similarity profiles between two genomes are complex and difficult to visualize. By grouping adjacent regions of similarity into larger syntenic blocks, the data can be distilled into a visual form that is both coherent and interpretable (see Methods). Figure 8 illustrates how synteny between two genomes can be shown at a scale of 250kb. Each panel in the figure represents the synteny between a single dog chromosome and the entire human reference sequence. By representing these blocks as transparent ribbons, it is possible to indicate multiple similarity targets for a given stretch of dog sequence (e.g. dog chromosome 31 which shows similarity to both human chromosomes 3 and 21), rather than a single consensus target.
Run-Time Rules
Through rule blocks in the configuration file, Circos allows for control over visibility and format of every data element based on its position, value or format characteristics. Run-time rules permit changing the appearance of a figure within regions of interest (or ranges of data values), without needing to provide a new data set. Rules can simplify the task of identifying patterns in data by applying formatting that contrasts a subset of the data to the baseline. Figure 8 . Each image in the panel was generated from the same configuration file and execution varied only in command-line parameters that specified the identity of the dog chromosome and the scale at which it should be shown. In this figure, rules were used to color ribbons based on human chromosome target and to hide ribbons with ends smaller than 250kb to limit the complexity of the figure. Rule blocks were used in nearly every figure, such as in Figure 3 to extend alignment curves to ticks for BACs with translocations, in Figure 5 to color parts of the histogram based on the sign of the probe value, and in Figure 6 to limit the display of probe values to breakout ideograms of chromosomes 17.
Rules facilitate batch generation of a panel of images such as
DISCUSSION
Circos has been used to visualize data from the field of genomics, generate images for book and magazine covers, and even to provide scientific context to a David Cronenberg cinema artbook (De Gaetano 2008) . It can generate images that are clear and informative to the investigator and attractive and compelling to the general public.
The core strengths of Circos are two-fold. First, Circos provides an effective and scalable means to illustrate relationships between genomic positions. The comparison of intervals, such as sequences and genome assemblies is common-place and Circos fills a need to visualize information in this data domain. Second, Circos is designed to allow flexible and easy rearrangement of elements in the image. While the circular framework of ideograms forms the foundation, the extent to which data tracks and their content can be visualized remains to be explored by the imagination of the investigator. An extensive online set of tutorials (presently there are about 80 tutorials), each with a thorough discussion of a specific feature and with sample images, configuration files and data. Each tutorial provides a set of recipes that can be used as a departure point in generating visualizations of common data sets.
The flexibility of layout and formatting of graphical elements allows the creation of a diverse visualizations in various data domains. For example, Circos can be effectively used to graphically represent tabular data. In this application the concept of ideograms is subvertedideograms do not represent regions of chromosomes but individual rows or columns of a table. A ribbon, instead of a structural relationship, represents the value of a cell for a given row and column.
A recurring challenge with genomic data is its sparseness and the small size of features relative to the supporting scale. For example, a rearrangement data set may be a list of small deletions, sized on the order of 1kb. Features of this size cannot be drawn to scale on an ideogram, requiring the use of a density plot (Figure 1 E) . However, by employing run-time rules, it is possible to automatically resize these small features to a size that is discernable (Figure 2 G) . It is equally challenging to effectively represent sparse or non-uniformly distributed data, which inherently do not make effective use of the space within a figure. An example of these kind of data is epigenomic methylation state information, which is sampled at a large but non-uniformly distributed positions in the genome (Eckhardt et al. 2006) . Circos was applied to visualize these data in (Zimmer 2008) , using a connector track (also used in Figure 3 G) to map non-uniformly distributed genomic primer positions at which methylation values were measured with uniformly distributed stacked histograms that relate the extent of methylation.
METHODS
Whole-Genome Structural Data of Follicular Lymphomas
The multi-patient data set and corresponding in-depth analysis of the structure of the lymphoma genomes will be presented in detail elsewhere. In this presentation we focus on illustrating how Circos can be used to interrogate these and similar data and we include a brief snapshot of the data set here to orient the reader in interpreting the visualizations.
Whole-genome structural data (unpublished) from primary tumor samples from patients diagnosed with follicular lymphoma was used to generate Figures 1-7 . A BAC library was created from each tumor sample (average insert size of libraries ranged between 130 and 200 kb) and subjected to restriction-digest fingerprinting (Marra et al. 1997; Mathewson et al. 2007; Schein et al. 2004 ) using a EcoRI/EcoRV double digest to a depth of 5-to 6-fold. Rearrangements (translocations, inversions, deletions) were identified from alignments of fingerprinted BACs onto the reference sequence (Krzywinski et al. 2007 ). Copy number changes in the samples were identified using the Affymetrix Mapping 500k array. Individual BACs identified to capture rearrangements were subject to short-read Illumina sequencing and assembled with ABySS (Simpson et al. 2009 ).
Generation of Synteny Bundles between Dog and Human Genome
Sequence similarity data relating the dog (UCSC, canFam2, May 2005) and human (UCSC, hg18, Mar 2006) genomes were downloaded from the UCSC Genome Browser from the chainCanFam2 table (track: Dog Chain, track group: Comparative Genomics). This data set comprises about 2.16 million gapped alignments between the two assemblies. Alignment bundles were built up from individual alignments by a scheme (implemented by bundlelinks, a utility tool in the circos-tools distribution) which grouped alignments into sets. For a given alignment set (a) all alignments related the same pair of dog and human chromosomes, (b) any alignment was no more than 250 kb away from its nearest neighbor in the set, and (c) the number of alignments in the set was at least 3. Each set is represented in Figure 8 as a ribbon, whose ends represent the extent of the set alignments on the dog and human chromosomes. Figure 8 shows sets that spanned at least 250kb on both human and dog chromosome.
Utility Tools
Several utility tools are bundled with Circos to help analyze, filter and format data. filterlinks parses a link file and selects only those links that pass positional criteria. orderchr applies simulated annealing to a link data set to generate an ideogram order that minimizes (or maximizes) the number of links that cross in the image. bundlelinks is used to identify links that are corroborated by other adjacent links (used for Figure 8) . binlinks is used to generate density tracks, suitable for scatter/line/histogram tracks, based on the number of links within a sliding window. tableviewer is a collection of tools that is used to parse tabular data and generate data and configuration files for visualizing tables with Circos. Figure 1 . A whole-genome view of structural changes in five follicular lymphoma tumor samples observed using restriction digest fingerprints and Affymetrix Mapping 500k arrays. Each of chromosomes 1-22,X are represented by circularly arranged ideograms (H), demarcated by a megabase scale on the outer rim of the figure (I). A stylized and color-coded instance of each ideogram is found in track G. Data tracks (B-F) comprise five concentric rings, each corresponding to a different sample. Translocations are shown in track A as curves that connect regions brought into adjacency by the rearrangement. Each curve is associated with a specific sample by circular glyphs in track B attached to the sample's ring. Track C shows inversions by curves pointing outward from the center. Large-scale deletions and insertions are shown as red and green triangular glyphs, respectively, in track D. The density of small-scale indels is shown in track E, where the size of the circular glyph for each 5Mb region is proportional to the number of events in the region. Copy number information for each of the five samples is shown in track F, which comprises five concentric rings of histograms. Each histogram in track F shows the average copy number value across 1,000 probes, as well as the minimum and maximum 3-probe average within each 1,000 probe subset (see Figure 5 for details). Clones that have multiple alignments to distant genomic regions are highlighted in red (e.g. 175B19 in sample 13). The alignments and extent of these clones on the map contig and genomic region are similarly highlighted (F). Small-scale indels detected by fingerprints in each of the three samples is shown in track G, in three concentric rings. The glyphs used for the smallscale indels are magnified to be discernable (events are too small to directly show at this scale) and proportional to the size of the indel. The area between this line and the y=0 is filled green or red depending on whether the average value is positive (i.e. increased copy number value), or negative (decreased copy number value), respectively. Variability within each 1,000 probe set is shown in histogram components H and I which show the maximum and minimum of 3-probe average values within the set, respectively. Area between the maximum and minimum traces is filled with a lighter green or red, respectively. 
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